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1- ELite- Tom Brady 9500/8300 @NYJ 

- Not hard 
- Brady v Jets, 27th in AFPA to the position  
- Last year Brady avg 21 DK pts against the Jets, hard to love the PPD value, 

but this year alone Brady has gone over 32 pts twice 
- The value here is if the Jets can score and keep this competitive, you could 

easily see Brady pop for 30, while majority of people are off him bc of the 
restrictive price, which is more restrictive on DK, than FD….Makes more 
sense on FD where paying for a QB is more useful 

 
2- Pivot City- Brees 8600/7200 v DET 

- Brees in the superdome is always in play 
- This is the highest total on the slate, and we know that Coors/Superdome 

inflates performance for visitors, we saw it lst year and saw it in week 3 
against Pats 

- DET is 7 in AFPA to the QB and 8 DVOA, meaning it’s real that their def is, 
but they lost heloti ngata and we have seen the Saints score 30 pts in back 
to back weeks 

- The Lions just gave up nearly 30 at home to cam, Brees should be able to 
succeed against this defense and will likely be in a tight game 

 
Stafford  

- will get the Coors bump and Saints have allowed 28 pts per game, visiting 
QBs scoring 21 DK pts and 18 fd pts in superdome over the years 

- Last year in the superdome stafford had 26 DK pts and avgs +2.36 in games 
with totals over 49 

- It’s hard to sort through who you might stack him with but you have to like 
him here 

- NO is 22 in AFPA to the QB, and above vg to WR but 27 to the RB and 25 to 
the TE, he has the weapons to spread it around -- riddick and Ebron both 
have 15% tgt shares  

 
3- Pivot Again- Kirk Cousins 7800/6800 v SF: I like the price point, matchup and 
the home favorite but there are some negative indicators here-- He’s better as a 
dog, better in negative game script, as a big home favorite he hasn’t been great 
-5, small sample, weird really and they run the ball the most in the NFL in the RZ 
 



Watson- 7900-  
- He will be chalky, he has been great, but I do think he will slow down  
- CLE-32 in AFPA to QB, allowing tons of reciever production and TE 

production 
- Here’s somethign key--- this is best def to WR that he has seen in AFPA 

18th, NE 26, TEN 31, KC 29, However they are terrible in DVOA- so clear 
that they are  

- A very solid rush def, funnel to pass game and we have 
- Here’s an insane stat -- CLE is 32 against the WR1 in DVOA and 1 against 

WR2, that’s INSANE, makes the difference between MCoutry and the rest of 
the defense very clear 

- Makes me really want ot look at Fuller over Hopkins  
- The disparity is even more clear when we look at what side of the field it 

is-- right they are 32 in the league in DVOA and left they are 11 
4- Value 
 
FD: Carson Palmer 7200 v TB/ Phil Rivers @OAK 

- Palmer at home in a low total game, I’ve said I worry that this is a trap 
game, but I think I will have to have exposure 

- They have been giving up plenty of production here 28 to the QB and 32 to 
the WR 

- We know they funnel to the pass and we know that ARI is throwing a ton, 
hihgest pass rate in the league and highest pass rate in the red zone bucs 
allow plenty of production to the deep route too, certainly worth going to 
plamer as he he is a home dog, a trend that we know helps QB exceeed 
porjections 

- Phil rivers is in a good spot too OAK ranks below 20 in AFPA to all 
positions 26 to QB and 21 to WR, they haven’t been hemoraging points but 
allowing 22 pts and 350 yards of totla offense to opp 

- They haven’t really faced a pass offense in a while, in fact, the chargers 
rank 9 in pass dvoa , this will be the toughest pass offense they have faced 
all year and charagers throw the ball plenty 

 
DK: Kevin Hogan 4600 @HOU 

- Tell me not to like this guy just threw for 82% completion rate and 200 
yards in a HALF against the jets, fine 

- Hou def just lost key pieces in mercilus and Watt 
- Hogan will be in negative game script and may be able to do work 23 in 

afpa, and 21 to wr, reverse funnel stuffing the run  



 
RBs 
1- Eat the Chalk: Kareem Hunt v PIT 9300/8200 

- PITT is 18 afpa, a quality def on the whole but we have seen massive 
perforamces from big backs- 

- They have allowed over 5 ypc to all the rushers they have faced  
- Allowed 9 explosive runs off the left tackle totaling 250 yards, thats 50 ypg 

just on 2 carries on that side 
- The chiefs aren’t great on that side of the line, but they are the best in NFL 

on interior runs, BAL and CHI aren’t good off that side either in DVOA 
- I’m all in 

 
2- Pivot City: Fournette 8600/8000  Freeman 8500/7400 

- Fournette has the matchup, Freeman has the offense 
- Fournette seeing elite rz volume behind Bell, 10 touches inside 10, 7 inside 

5, 4 tds there 
- JAX leads the league in run rate at 55% of plays, and they will see a reverse 

funnel, team that takes away the pass and hammers the run, rams allowing 
most points to the RB in the league 

- ONly thing that scares me is really bortles, this team struggles to score at 
times, and last week’s TO were an anomaly but love a home favorite 

- Guess who has 9 touches in 10 and 7 inside the 5, 5 tds in the redzone? 
Freeman, td in every game? At least 2 receptions per game, roughly 20 rec 
yards per game…. 

- Facing a MIA rush D ranked 11h in afpa, a small downgrade from his 
matchup with GB and DET where he was excllent 

- But when this team is favored by a TD or more he has been phenomonal 
avg 22 FD pts 

- And ATL oline has been excellent, currently ranked 2 in DVOA 
- They allowed 4 ypc to Murry last week and there was no pass threat there, 

they have also allowed 6 receptions a game and 40 rece yards, they could 
def give it up here  

 
3- Pivot Again: Gordon 8400/7800 Gurley 

- Gordon gets oak -- 113 ruyds allowed 
- We saw him get 30 touches last week against the giants, giants are 26 in 

AFPA and OAK is 18 but allowed solid volume to buck allen and collins last 
week and CJ anderson in week4 really only shut down the jets  



- Gordon isn’t very efficient but I think the passing game involvement gets 
me pumped, he’s had 3 games 6+ tgts in 3 games, 8 twice 

- OAK allowed 5 receptions and 50 yards, nearly 11ypc….that kind of turns 
me on 

- Gurley bounceback is upon us- 28 in AFPA to the RB, reverse funnel to the 
max, but we saw this last week did we not! I mean SEA reverse funnel he 
got stuffed, we played lev bell and he had about 3 ypc 

- Gurley is second in the league in RZ atts and has the most atts inside the 5 
at 8, similar to Fournette here, i just favor the home team here 

 
4- Anderson 7000/Lynch 

- Hard to ignore CJ on FD, he hasnt had a game with less than 4 YPC and 
giants allow 5 ypc, he has 20 touches in ¾ games 

- Gianst currently 26 in AFPA, DEN running the ball nearly 50% of the time, 
they are heavy favorites, last time Broncos were leading CJ saw 24 touches 
against Dallas at home 

- Thing about it is-- CJ is due for some TD regression here- getting looks 
inside the 10 and 5, but no TDS to show for it. 

- Marshwan lynch is hard to ignore and here’s why--- 100% of teams 
attempts inside the 10, charagers allowing 150 yds to the RB per game well 
over 5.1 ypc and he’s at home, OAK isn;t running the ball a ton, but we 
have to think the offense will improve if Carr really plays and that makes 
him a cheap touchdown option  

 
3- DEEPValue: Fat ROB (RULED OUT) 

- Might be my favorite play on the board-- SF is 29 in AFPA to the RB 
- Heavy favorites, and Fat rob had a whole week to get healthy, when they 

were in positive game script he saw 12 atts 78 yards 
- He hasn;t seen a ton of snaps  but here’s the thing,  week 1 he lead in 

snaps and carries, Week 2 was the rib injury and was a beast, then week 3 
he sat, week 4 he had the ankle and they were behind the whole time 

- Rested, practicing and healthy, Rob should see the work, sleeper 
 
FD: Elijah McGuire 

- Bilal powell isn’t going to play mcguire is good and will catch the ball pats 
allow the most prouction to receving backs in the league 

- He wasn’t good aaginst the browns but no one is really-- and NE is 30th in 
AFPA to NE 

- Honestly he could get 100% of snaps, 



 
DK: Mark Ingram/ Alvin Kamara 

- These two are too cheap and the DET rush d is tough, however! 
- Ngata is gone, and they were ELITE on his side of the line, but he’s out and 

the NO line has been good 
- Lets also remeber this-- Dalvin Cook and Devonta freeman both avg 5ypc, 

they stuffed the giants, the Cards and Jon Stewart 
- Allowing 6 rece for 60 yards per game  

 
Jerick McKinnon 

- I’m not a jerrick mckinnon guy- to be very clear but this is not a bad 
situation  

- Outsnapped murray 2-1, outtouched murray, going to be this teams 
primary back, and will get passing work 22 total touches and 140 yards  

- GB is 17 to WR in AFPA, CHI was 16,  
- Thing you worry about is whether they are capable of stuffing keenum and 

slow this offense down completely  
 
WR 
1- Eat the Chalk 

a. AB 92/93 
- Can’t fade the highest volume in the league against team that is 29th 

in AFPA to the WR 
- Let’s be clear, Brown has the highest AO rating in the league and 

only one td to show for it 
- 2 of his 3 100 yard games came on the road this year and he will be 

opposite terrence mitchell, a 50% matchup advantage  
- 22 in DVOA to the 1 WR 
- There is just no reason not to try  

b. Julio 
- Julio, at home, terrible corner in xavien howard  
- AGainst a def that is 29th in DVOA to the WR but 13th in afpa  
- That’s nothing to be worreid about-- we talkaed about how rivers and 

brees torched these guys, while they were good against Cassel and 
McCown...don’t care 

- Julio is pricy, and for his tgt share you worry a little bit, that makes 
sense, but he has such an advtage here  

c. DeAndre Hopkins 
- The whole world wants to roster this guy 



- I have to be honest i think it’s a fade-- McCourty will shadow him and 
he has been insanely effective 91 pff grade and allowing a 52 passer 
rating to the QB, Hopkins gets volume, but a poor passer rating and 
this is easily the best corner besides Jalen ramsey that Watson has 
seen, I;m okay fading him…. I think 

- The downside in not rostering him is the tds, he could score and it 
might be trouble…. 

- I’m tilting already 
2- Pivot City 

a. Chris Hogan 
- Curerntly 2nd in the league in RZ tgts with over half of the pats rz 

work 
- He’s right behind hopkins and jordy as far as tds created in that area, 

as well and not nearly as pricy, with one of the best matchups on the 
board 

- Chasing TDS isn’t +ev but there’s a role here and we have to think 
that Tom will score 

b. Keenan Allen 
- Only reecivers in the NFL who are twp 5 in rz tgts who has just one 

TD 
- This week he will see TJ carrie, distinct advnatge and OAK is 31 on 

DVOA to the WR1 and 30 in DVOA to the WR in general, just allowing 
tons of production 

- We haven’t seen this team face a serious pass offense in a little while 
but remember the success that Corey davis had in week one on 
short routes  

- What you worry about or wonder about is who scores...but I trust the 
volume and know that the tds will come at some point 

c. Larry Fitz 
- UGH 
- Amendola and Shep caught every ball thrown to them out of the slot 

13 total in two weeks, the slot defense on this team is not good 
- Larry is seein double digit TGTs every week and is league leader in 

tgts inside the 20… 
- Has a massive matchup advatgae against Robert mcclain, thing I will 

say is that TB has actually allowed higher efficiency to the deep ball, 
so 

-  
d. Stef Diggs 



- THe man is no longer WR1, but hes damn close he’s exploded in two 
games, but had a couple brutal duds 

- He has an excellent history against the pack and Keenum has been 
solid  

- Pckers allow a 95 passer rating and will probably be without Kevin 
king  

- Theres a lot to like here but i am finding it hard to prject-- he’s been 
inconsistent to say the least going from 11 to 6 to 4 tgts…. 

3- Value 
a. Danny Amendola 

- The place to attack the jets is in the slot against Buster skrine, he’s 
esaily their worst corner and amendola has been solid lately 7 and 8 
tgts with only one miss 14 receptions on 15 tgts in last two games  

- TB will look to him and i like the volume 
b. Will Fuller 

- If Hopkins gets McCoutry then we have to love fuller, browns have 
been one of the worst teams in the leage to the WR2,  

- And the guy is just catching tds, they may struggle to run the ball, 
and hou is trhowing the ball 52% in the red zone 

c. DJax 
- Jackson has one of the best matchups on the board, while peterson 

will shadown evans DJAx will get bethel, who is both slow and 
ineffective 

- Djax is fast and effective and seeing 7 tgts a game, leading the team 
in Air yards 

- We know what can happen on the deep ball against ARI 
- Brice butler, agholor, golladay, all these guys tds deeeeeppp 

4- Super Cheaper Sleeper 
a. Marvin 

- Marvin jones is second in tgt share, leads the team in air yards and 
in two straight weeks has at least 8 tgts 

b. Crowder/Humphries/Lewis 
 
 
TE 
 

- Kittle - WAS struggles massively with the TE and if the rapport between 
hoyer and kittle is real, it will pop aagin this week. 



- ENgram--- there is one spot that the broncos struggle- TE and engram is 
the only receiver in the offense 

- Coby Fleener- DET knows they struggle with the TE, but Brees could 
explout them again this week, fleener gets minimal work but has seen a 
decent number of EZ tgts for a te, more than some  

- Miller- Trubiksy likes his TE and will feed him BAL struggles with the TE 
- Ryan Griffin- TE against the browns  

DST 
- Broncos 
- Skins 

 
K-  
Hopkins  
Myers 
 
 


